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A

ero India 2017, held recently at Bengaluru was an
impressive aerospace and defence event in the
Asia Pacific region with the participation of all
major global Aerospace companies.
The show highlighted the growing capabilities of the
Indian Aerospace Industries including the robust supply
chain consisting of largely small and medium scale
industries – Tier-I and Tier – II suppliers for Indian projects and also global aerospace
projects. Participation of several international companies and their subsidiaries and
joint venture in India emphasised their growing interest in partnership with India
both domestic and global market. During the five-day event, many investments and
partnership deals were signed. India inked several collaboration agreements with many
companies within the framework of its “Make in India” initiative.
Aero India has also grown in size and stature in terms of static and flying displays of
advanced military and transport aircraft, helicopters and static displays of advanced
engines and aircraft equipment from various parts of the globe and almost every major
aerospace industries participating in it.
Air shows are ideal opportunities for industries for finding new opportunities to
enhance their business. They bring together the aviation community and, allow those
outside the community to have a glance at what is happening in aviation.
Now another major Aerospace & Naval event is happening at Langkawi in Malaysia. The
Langkawi International Maritime & Aerospace Exhibition, (LIMA) 2017 will be taking place
from 21- 25th March. With more than 550 exhibitors and 40,000 business visitors, LIMA
is an ideal venue for regional cooperation among Aerospace and Defence companies in
Asia Pacific. There is a large contingent of delegates from Indian industries, armed forces
visiting this event. Brahmos Aerospace is a major exhibitor at LIMA from India. Aeromag
Asia is publishing a special issue for LIMA as a media partner.
We wish all exhibitors and business visitors of LIMA success.

Dr C G Krishnadas Nair
Honorary President, SIATI

Printed and Published by Sunny Jerome, Managing Editor, Aeromag Asia,Aerosun Media,
Aeronautical Society of India Building, Suranjandas Road, Off Old Madras Road,Bangalore 560075.
Karnataka. Printed at Rashtrotthana Mudranalaya, 19/1, K.G.Nagar, Bangalore-19.
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On and Off Parrikar
Halfway Through,
He Makes the Mark
Shri Arun Jaitley interacting with the Minister of State for Defence, Dr. Subhash Ramrao Bhamre after taking over additional
charge as Union Defence Minister, in New Delhi. The Scientific Advisor to Defence Minister, Dr. G. Satheesh Reddy is also seen.

Technology of High Nitrogen Steel:
DMRL & JSHL Sign Agreement

D

H

Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar inaugurating Aero India 2017 at Bangalore.
Mr Ashok Kumar Gupta, Secretary (Defence Production) also seen.

e has completed only less than a
half of his term as the Minister of
defence in India. But Manohar
Parrikar has left a mark in his ministry.
His absence would be felt as he was
sworn in as the Goa chief minister, for
many reasons, including his decision
taking ability and rapport with the three
armed forces. His successor will have an
uphill task to get things back on track
with regard to modernisation, promoting
the private sector and reforms such as
rightsizing the armed forces.
Parrikar leaves many things on his credits
the delivery of OROP (One Rank, One
Pension), a new defence procurement
policy, a new vendor blacklisting policy,
and a great deal of focus and attention on
indigenizing India’s military equipment
ecosystem.
The ex-defence minister had successfully
taken up prime minister Narendra Modi’s
vision of reducing imports, boosting
indigenisation and modernising military

equipment. Parrikar regularly sent out
teams of officials to explore his options,
proving his intent, backed by the prime
minister.
His going would be a jolt to the ‘Make
in India’ programme, as it would take the
new minister at least a year to understand
the nuances and intricacies of this
ministry. Following the traits of patriotism,
he was a strong advocate of production
in this country of military equipment and
supplies.
He, however, did say they would
consider opening areas where we lack the
technology to 100 per cent foreign direct
investment. Though he increased the
FDI levels in Defence, the amended the
Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP)
announced by him gave more prominence
to ‘Make in India’. He encouraged public
sector units in defence to have ties with
private defence majors. He exhorted the
Ordnance Factory Boards to ramp up
production and reduce the shortage of

ammunition.
Parrikar is also credited with simplifying
of industrial licensing rules and on cutting
red tape. Such decisions may not be taken
comfortably by a successor knowing the
implications of any missteps. For the past
15 months, Parrikar had been vociferously
arguing with the entire bureaucratic
setup in the ministry over the strategic
partnership model – a plan to select
key private sector companies for major
defence manufacturing contracts.
The fate of over half-a-dozen committees
that Parrikar set up will also be uncertain.
A specially appointed committee of
retired officers and bureaucrats was
Parrikar’s answer to several tricky issues,
including rightsizing of the army, setting
up of a new defence procurement agency
and updating the promotion policy of
the armed forces. While most of these
panels have submitted their reports,
his departure has cast doubt about the
prospect of their implementation.

Minister of State for Defence,
Dr. Subhash Ramrao Bhamre addressing
the gathering at the signing ceremony .

efence
Metallurgical
Research Laboratory (DMRL),
Hyderabad, a premier research
laboratory of Defence Research and
Development Organization (DRDO)
and Jindal Stainless (Hisar) Limited
(JSHL) signed a Licensing Agreement
for Transfer of Technology of High
Nitrogen Steel (HNS) for armour
applications.
Speaking on the occasion the
Minister of State for Defence, Dr
Subhash Bhamre congratulated DMRL
and DRDO for their outstanding
achievement
in
developing
a
breakthrough technology for armour
applications and complimented JSHL
for partnering with DRDO.
The Minister noted that HNS
technology is a step forward towards
Army’s quest for lighter and high
performance
armouring
material
compared to the currently used
materials. He said, it has also the
potential for a number of civilian
applications and for exports as well.
Dr Bhamre asserted that this is a major
step towards achieving the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s vision of
‘Make in India’ and wished the team a
great success in future endeavours.
Chairman DRDO and Secretary DD
(R&D) Dr S Christopher complimented
the scientists of DMRL for this
achievement, which according to
him, is a giant leap forward towards

DRDO’s quest for stronger and high
performance defence material.
Abhyuday Jindal, Vice Chairman, JSHL
appreciated the team efforts of DRDO
to come out with innovative solutions
of HNS. He assured that JSHL aims to
be a major strategic defence partner in
manufacturing of HNS.
Dr Satish Chandra Sati, Director
General (Naval Systems & Materials),
while addressing the gathering
applauded the DMRL scientists for
developing many varieties of steel
including HNS which would be of
great importance to the industry. The
programme was also attended by
Dr Sameer V. Kamat, Director, DMRL
and several senior officials from the
Ministry of Defence, the Army and
JSHL Dr S. Guruprasad, CC R&D (PC &SI)
welcomed the gathering.
DMRL has developed and established
a number of frontline and path
breaking technologies in the areas of
metallurgy and material science. HNS
is not only tough but also has good
strength. In addition to being non
magnetic as well as corrosion resistant,
the HNS cost is about 40 percent less
compared to Rolled Homogenous
Armour Steel (RHA). Very few countries
in the world have developed this
technology of HNS. This material has
potential for a number of defence and
civil applications like armouring, mine
trawls, oil industries etc.
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DRDO Hands Over Developed
Products to Indian Army

D

efence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) handed over
three of its products for induction
into the Indian Army. The products are,
Weapon Locating Radar (WLR)-SWATHI,
NBC Recce vehicle and NBC. Defence
Minister Manohar Parrikar presiding over
a function handed over the products to
the Chief of the Army Staff, General Bipin
Rawat on behalf of DRDO.
Addressing the function Manohar Parrikar
congratulated DRDO for the series of
recent trials including the interceptor
missiles. He complimented DRDO
scientists for handing over equipment
to the Indian Army. Parrikar said that
partnership of DRDO, Defence Forces,
PSUs and private industries could be a
game changer in the near future.
The Chief of Army Staff, General Bipin
Rawat after receiving the products
complimented the DRDO for achieving
another milestone in their continuing
success stories. He was optimistic that at
this speed, modernisation of Indian Army
would move at a much faster pace.
Speaking at the function the DRDO
Chairman and Secretary Department of
Defence (R&D) Dr S Christopher said, “After
Navy and Air Force, time has now come to
hand over our products to the Army and
it is a proud moment for all scientists in
DRDO”. He stressed the co-development
approach of involving DRDO, user and the
industry for speeding up projects.
DRDO has been developing a number of
products for the Indian Army in support
of their field operations and welfare of
soldiers on the ground. Many of these
products have been inducted and are
presently operational in field units. In
2016, competent evaluation teams/bodies
successfully tested the Weapon Locating
Radar, NBC Recce Vehicle and a set of NBC
Drugs were after extensive evaluation.
Weapon Locating Radar (WLR), SWATHI,
developed by DRDO’s Electronics &
Radar
Development
Establishment
(LRDE), provides the fast, automatic and
accurate location of all enemy weapons
like mortars, shells and rockets firing
within its effective zone of coverage
and simultaneously handles multiples

BAeHAL and IFS Solutions
Signs Partner Agreement

Mr. Manoharan, CEO, BAeHAL, H. Venkatesh, Chief Marketing Officer, BAeHAL
and H. V. Manjunath, General Manager IFS during the signing ceremony.

BAeHAL and IFS Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.
signed a Partner Agreement for supply
and implementation of IFS Solutions
and Services. BAeHAL and IFS India have
been implementing IFS ERP Solutions to
HAL and other organisations in India and
abroad.
They
are
also
providing
post
implementation services in the form
of Annual Maintenance Contract and
Technical Support.
Manoharan, CEO, BAeHAL, expressed
his excitement in taking the partnership
forward. The cutting-edge technology of
IFS Solutions can help BAeHAL, the market
leaders in the region, he said.
Nilesh Kumar, Director, IFS India said
that technological advancements of IFS
Solutions will position the company at the
top of the ladder.
H. Venkatesh, Chief Marketing Officer,
BAeHAL and H. V. Manjunath, General
Manager, IFS were present during the
signing ceremony.

Successful start in 2017 concentrating on core business

DMG MORI Achieves Highest Value in Order Intake
Union Minister for Defence, Shri Manohar Parrikar interacting with the Chief of
Army Staff, General Bipin Rawat about a replica of Weapon Locating Radar (WLR),
Swathi, during the handing over ceremony of the DRDO developed products to the
Indian Army, in New Delhi. The Chairman DRDO and Secretary, DD (R&D), Dr. S.
Christopher and the Secretary (Defence Production), Shri A.K. Gupta are also seen.

projectiles fired from different weapons at
different locations. The system is capable
of adjusting the fire of its own artillery
weapon also. The weapon includes 81mm
or higher calibre mortars, 105mm or
higher calibre shells and 120mm or higher
calibre free-flying rockets. Thus WLR has
two roles to perform i.e. Weapon Location
Mode for enemy Artillery and Direction of
Own Artillery Fire (DOOAF) Mode for our
own Artillery.
The NBC Recce Vehicle Mk-I is developed
by Vehicles Research & Development
Establishment (VRDE) for carrying out
post event recce of Nuclear, Biological
and Chemical Contaminated areas. It is
capable of collecting solid and liquid
samples of biologically contaminated
areas, mark the nuclear and chemical
contamination zone and transfer the recce

data speedily to support formations. On
the successful development of NBC RV
Mk-I in association with DL, Jodhpur, the
equipment was approved for induction
into the Services.
DRDO’s INMAS is actively engaged in
research in the field of radioprotectors,
de-corporating agents and antidotes for
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear (CBRN) emergencies, combat
casualty care and other life-saving drugs.
INMAS has carried out extensive research
and laboratory trials in the past two
decades to develop formulations for use
as antidotes and de-corporating agents
for CBRN emergencies. Out of the several
formulas developed by INMAS, 15 drugs
have been identified for induction.

.

DMG MORI, the German machine tools
company, successfully completed the
financial year 2016 with an order intake
of € 2,369.9 million reaching a record high
(previous year: € 2,282.8 million) in the
company’s 146-year history.
Although the worldwide market for
machine tools was in decline at 2.5 per
cent, DMG MORI recorded a 4 per cent
increase. Concentrating on the core
business with machine tools and services,
DMG MORI set the course for the future
in 2016. This includes measures for a new
sales and service structure worldwide,
the further development of the product
portfolio and optimising production
capacity as well as the sale of companies
that do not form part of the core business
operations.
Order intake grew increasingly positive
over the course of the year. After orders
in the third quarter surpassing the level
reached in the previous four quarters
by 12%, order intake rose in the fourth
quarter of 2016 to € 610.3 million – an
increase of 13% (previous year’s quarter: €
540.8 million).
Sales revenues of € 2,265.7 million
were slightly below the previous year
(€ 2,304.7 million). In the fourth quarter

sales revenues reached € 636.6 million
(previous year: € 655.9 million). The export
share remained as in the previous year at
67%.
As on 31st December 2016, the group
employed 7,282 employees, including 318
trainees (previous year: 7,462 employees).
The number of employees decreased by
180. At year-end, 4,099 employees (56%)
worked at its domestic companies and
3,183 employees (44%) at our foreign
companies.
During the reporting year the share
of DMG MORI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
gained further in value and with a rise
of 17% . Market capitalisation rose in the
year under report by 13% to € 3.4 billion
(reporting date: 30 December 2016) – and
thus reached its highest value.
Forecast 2017
The current forecast for machine tools
assumes moderate growth in 2017
despite considerable uncertainties. The
VDW (German Machine Tool Builders'
Association) and the British economic
research institute, Oxford Economics,
currently expect consumption worldwide
to grow by 2.1%.
DMG MORI feels that the market
environment for machine tools will

remain challenging. To be positioned
optimally for the individual markets
and the associated challenges, the
worldwide sales and service structure
has been realigned. Since January, DMG
MORI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT has been
managing the home market Germany, the
EMEA region (Europe, Middle East, Africa)
and the Chinese and Indian markets. DMG
MORI COMPANY LIMITED is responsible
for its home market Japan, the USA and
the remaining regions in Asia and the
Americas. This geographic breakdown of
regions and responsibilities ensures fast
decisions to suit the specific markets.
DMG MORI got a good start in the
current financial year. At the start of 2017,
order intake developed better compared
to the previous year. For the whole year it
is expecting order intake of around € 2.3
billion. For the whole year the Company is
planning sales revenues of around € 2.25
billion.
With a total of 157 international sales
and service locations and 14 production
sites, it enjoys a strong global presence,
a high degree of innovative capacity and
technological expertise. 2017 is the year of
innovations, claims DMG MORI.
			

.
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Highly secure voice &
data communications
“Made in Germany”
the same security guidelines as
the Chancellor’s mobile phone,
which is secured by Secusmart
and has been used by the
German government since 2013.
Fort KNOX to Go
The SecuTABLET is a spyproof data safe “to Go” and
is therefore one of the most
advanced tools that can be
used for strategically critical
tasks. The tablet has therefore
already drawn the attention
of international government
representatives from many
The highly secure
SecuTABLET has been
officially approved by the
German authorities as the
first encrypted tablet in
the world. It can be used to
safely send, process and save
confidential documents.
Mr Heinz Seliger
Sales Director Asia
Over 20 countries from around the
world already trust the solutions of the
German company Secusmart GmbH.
With SecuSUITE for Government,
public authorities of any country
have access to an efficient solution
for secure mobile communication.
Secusmart, which is based in Germany,
is a subsidiary of BlackBerry and offers
encryption technology for all the leading
technological platforms such as Android,
iOS and BlackBerry 10. In addition to the
well-known “SecuSUITE for Government”
voice encryption, which protects against
eavesdropping between the Android,
iOS and BlackBerry platforms, with the
new SecuTABLET, Secusmart now has, for
the first time, a device with the practical
tablet form factor which meets the
strict requirements of the German state
authorities for “Classified – for official use
only”. Thus, the SecuTABLET is subject to

organizations in the USA and Europe.
Nowhere in the world is there another
mobile tool that can be operated and that
can save and send, as well as receive, data
with comparable security. Whether for
mobile data processing or communication,
with the SecuTABLET, there is now, for the
first time, a highly secure tablet solution
for mobile use. The product combines
all the necessary functions for secure
mobile work with the familiar comfort and
intuitive operation of a modern tablet and
the well-known functions of the Android
operating system. Thus, a tablet is an
important aid for both administrative
tasks as well as military use. Due to the
form factor and its display possibilities, a
tablet is the ideal aid for troop movements

and strategic planning across multiple
units. Information regarding sanitation
and support units can also be shared
without information being leaked to
the enemy and risking human lives.
The hardware of the SecuTABLET is
provided by Samsung and always based
on the most up-to-date version of the
Samsung Galaxy Tab S2. Both technology
companies work very closely together in
the field of security. With Samsung KNOX,
the Korean manufacturer already offers an
important component that Secusmart has
integrated in the end product. “We want
to offer our customers constantly mobile
security solutions which enable them to
work mobile in a modern way on the latest
products and to continue to develop these
solutions in the future”, said Dr. Christoph
Erdmann, managing director of Secusmart
GmbH. “We are very proud to be able, with
this solution, to meet the high security
requirements of the BSI for the first time
on Android devices without having
to compromise the user experience.”
Indeed, the comfort of the device is fully
preserved while also protected from

undesired eavesdropping and spying.
The extension of the Android tablet
with the Secusmart Security Card is
decisive for the final security and thereby
the approval of the German state
authorities. The micro SD card in the
device ensures secure encryption during
the transmission of mobile data as well
as the encryption of all the information
saved on the device. Software for
certificate management is also integrated
in the tablet. With this software, you
can manage all the keys and certificates
saved on the Secusmart Security
Card and ensure cryptographically
secure data communication. With the
Secusmart Security Card, a specific
high-security solution was implemented

for the first time in a device with the
Android operating system. The card
is an established core element of
protection from eavesdropping “made
in Germany” and protects governments
around the world from espionage.
Official and private apps on one device
In combination with the Knox security
platform produced by Samsung and the
Mobile Application Management (MAM)
developed by Secusmart, SecuTABLET
permits the simultaneous use of official
and private apps on one device. In this
way, the tablet supports both secure
mobile work and the use of personal
apps such as Facebook and Twitter
while maintaining compliance with
the highest security requirements. For
users, this increases acceptance and
usability because there is no need for
two devices, whether private or official,
Instead, all the relevant functions are
already available on one device.
Another element that combines security
and comfort is the implementation of
the BlackBerry Hub. This app, which was
previously exclusive to the BlackBerry
operating system, brings together all the
communications apps in one application.
Thus, the user can receive and reply to
emails, text messages and chats, as well
as direct messages and notifications
from social networking accounts, at
any time and without media disruption.
The required security is automatically

created by the BlackBerry Hub. In this
way, comfort and the maximum degree
of security are combined in a form
which is unique in the entire world.
Widely used in German
government agencies
In Germany, Secusmart has maintained
a long-standing collaboration with the
Federal Office for Information Security
within the existing legal framework. The
requirements of the German security
authorities are strict and also function as
a benchmark in many other countries. In
addition to the SecuSUITE for BlackBerry
10, the SecuTABLET also has approval
for the security level “Classified – for
official use only”. The device has been
available to German authorities to order
for some time and is already being
used successfully in certain areas.
Integration in the existing
infrastructure is simple because the
entire telecommunications of the
German government have already been
supplied Secusmart for several years.
Several thousand smartphones with
SecuSUITE for Blackberry 10 are being
used in German state organizations.
The new Android SecuTABLETs can be
integrated easily into existing structures
with the same high security level.
Heinz Seliger, Key Account Manager
Government at Secusmart, summed
it up as follows: “The SecuTABLET is a
breakthrough in the combination of

mobile data processing, communication
and authorized security. It is recognized
and, most importantly, used by
governments and authorities around
the world. As leading security experts
in voice and data encryption, we can
offer our customers approved secure
communication solutions on a wide range
of platforms. We combine the highest
security with maximum flexibility and
user friendliness in a single device.”
Contact information
Mr Heinz Seliger, Sales Director Asia
E: sales@secusmart.com

Contact information Cellsecure
CellSecure Solutions Sdn Bhd
No 3-2, 1st Floor, Jalan Elektron U16/F,
Denai Alam
40160 Shah Alam
Selangor, Malaysia
Person in charge : Khairul Azmi Mokhtar
Email : Khairul@cellsecuresolutions.com
Tell : +6012-234 6967, +6013-243 6967
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Chief of the Air Staff
flies the ‘Tejas’
India’s Indigenous fighter steal the Aero India Show

Chief of the Air Staff Air Chief Marshal BS Dhanoa visiting ADA stall in Aero India and watching the LCA display. Shri CD Balaji, DS, PGD(CA) &
Director ADA, Shri R Swaminathan, Associate PGD (Current Programmes) & TD (GS)/Director (MM) also seen.

Complete Combat Aircraft

I

n another recognition to the
indigenously designed and developed
aircraft LCA Mk I (Tejas), Chief of the Air
Staff Air Chief Marshal BS Dhanoa took to
the skies in Yelahanka over Bengaluru city
in this aircraft.
The Air Chief Marshal flew with the
Principal Director Test Flight of the
National Flight Test Centre Air Vice
Marshal AP Singh. During the sortie
the Chief of Air Staff was demonstrated
the operational capability of the aircraft
which included agility, manoeuvrability
and advanced interface of avionics. The
profile included general handling, air-toair and ground attack patterns.
The Air Chief Marshal was impressed
by its capability expressing his faith in
the programme. The Tejas aircraft has
achieved Initial Operational Clearance
(IOC) and has been inducted into the
Indian Air Force.
His predecessor, Air Chief Marshal Arup
Raha flew the Tejas last year, becoming

the first IAF chief to fly the indigenous
fighter.
Homegrown LCA (Tejas) along with
Sukhoi (Russian), Gripen (Swedish), Rafale
(French), F16 (US), Pilatus (Swiss) aircrafts
roared the skies during the Aero India
show with their daredevilry stunts.
The Government of India had approved
US $203 million for establishing a second
production line for the Tejas, which will
help supplant the Indian Air Force’s (IAF)
legacy MiG-21 and MiG-27 fighter aircraft.
The announcement was made during
Aero India 2017 by Defence Minister
Manohar Parrikar. Together, the two Tejas
production line will annually roll-out 16
aircrafts.
The IAF plans to purchase 83 Mark 1A
LCA at a cost of Rs 50,025 crore and the
Defence Acquisition Council has already
given its nod to the procurement by way
of acceptance of necessity. This is over and
above the 40 Tejas aircraft that the IAF is
already getting. Further, the IAF inducted

two Tejas LCA in July last year.
Tejas has participated in the successive
Air shows at Aero India in Bangalore and
displayed its fine prowess in these shows.
It has participated in certain domestic
exercises of the Indian Air Force and also
participated in flight trials at various
atmospheric conditions, like cold weather
high altitude, hot weather, sea level, etc.,
for the first time.
TEJAS is the smallest, light-weight,
supersonic capable, all weather, multirole air-superiority fighter aircraft
designed for air-to-air, air-to-ground
and air to sea combat roles. The aircraft
is being designed and developed by
Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA)
and produced by Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL). It is to the credit of its
designers, manufacturer, technicians and
test crew, that Tejas has flown over 3,000
sorties and 2,000 hours till date without
any accident.

Tejas is a multi-role light combat aircraft
comprising of a single-jet engine and
single seat. This is the second supersonic
fighter developed by HAL after HF-24
Marut. Though the Indin Navy rejected
the naval version of the Tejas, Government
of India has given the green signal for its
development.
When the MiG-21 fighters showed the
symptoms of ageing, by the early 1980s,
the IAF realised the need to replace them.
In this light, the Light Combat Aircraft
(LCA) programme was launched in the
1980s. It had two primary purposes: one
was the replacement of the MiG-21s, and
the other was to boost advancement of
India's domestic aviation capabilities.
In 1984, the government appointed the

Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA)
to handle the LCA programme along
with Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) and other institutions. The LCA
design for a new aircraft was finalised
in 1990. By mid 1990s, the need for a
fighter aircraft became urgent, LCA was
planned to be small tail-less delta wing
prototype with advanced features like
Relaxed Static Stability, meant to enhance
manoeuvrability. It was the then Prime
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee who named
this aircraft 'Tejas', which means 'radiant'
in Sanskrit.
After several tests and multiple prototype
vehicles making successful flights, the
Tejas received its certification for release
to service in January 2011, 28 years after its
conception.

The LCA project was first sanctioned in
August 1983 at a cost of Rs 560 crore to
build six prototypes. But now, the overall
programme will cost India around Rs
60,000 crore.
Consequently, while the first lot of Tejas
will be powered by the American GE-404
engines, the Mark-II ones will have the
more powerful GE F-414 engines at their
heart.
Over and above the developmental cost,
each Tejas will cost around Rs 250 crore.
So, the induction of 160 Tejas - 120 for IAF,
40 for Navy - will cost another Rs 40,000
crore.
Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar
promised the Indian Air Force "three to
four Tejas" jets a year, and a total of eight
squadrons in following eight years.

L&T with MBDA: JV for Sophisticated Missile Systems

Under the Make in India initiative, Larsen & Toubro (L&T), India’s
multinational engineering conglomerate and private sector defence major, and MBDA, a world leader in missile systems, have
set up a joint venture (JV) to develop and supply missiles and
missile systems to meet the growing potential requirements of
the Indian armed forces.
The JV named "L&T MBDA Missile Systems Ltd", will operate from
a dedicated work centre, which will include pyrotechnical inte-

gration and final checkout facilities. It is expected to be incorporated in the first half of 2017 after necessary approvals.
L&T will own 51 percent of the Company and MBDA, the remaining, fully complying with India’s Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
policy norms. This JV will be registered in India and conduct
business as an Indian company, subject to Indian laws. The JV
would focus on business opportunities in the Missiles and Missile
Systems domain.
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Yak-130 carries an impressive set of weapons
to combat air and ground targets

Yak-130, Training for
the Future Skies
S.Naveen

C

ombat training in skies is easy
now with Yak-130, the aircraft
developed and manufactured by
Irkut Corporation. Apart from providing
high-tech education in flying it serves as a
potential light attack aircraft.
The popularity of Yak-130 in the market
can be judged from the fact that out of a
total order for the aircraft numbering 160,
about 130 are already in operation.
The main customer of the Yak-130 is the
Russian Aerospace Forces (RASF), which
in 2010 introduced 90 aircraft. Flying on
board Yak-130 can cover up almost all the
aspects of training for the future pilots
including the use of weapons.
According to Colonel-General Gennady
Zybrov, the Chief of the Air Force Academy,
“Engagement of Yak-130 has significantly
increased the quality of the training of
young pilots and got them prepared for

Yak-130 combat
trainer in maneuvering

mastering aircraft of the new generation.”
The Military is of the view that, in
its aerobatic capabilities and flight
characteristics, Yak-130 is similar the
RASF’s newest fighters. In particular, the
aircraft retains the possibility of sustained
controlled flight at angles of attack up to
35°, which corresponds to the capabilities
of a super-agile fighter.
Particular attention in the Yak-130’s
development is devoted to safety. The
two-engine power plant was chosen
specifically for this purpose. Fourfold
redundant digital system fly-by-wire
saves any faults, while the on-board
computerised control system will quickly
identify faults. The active flight safety
system prevents errors of cadets and
automatic output system of the corkscrew
to save the crew and aircraft in annoying
situations.
The design of the aircraft was done
meeting the requirement for the
autonomous station at minimally prepared
airfields. Protective engine intake banking
doors shut up when operating on the
ground, preventing penetration of foreign
objects into the engines during takeoff
and landing. The aircraft is equipped
with an autonomous oxygen producing
installation.
The Yak-130 is a part of the training
package, which includes computer classes,
aerobatics and specialised trainers, as
well as an integrated system of objective
control. In future, the training package
will include Yak-152, a new piston aircraft
for primary training, the maiden flight of
which took place on September 29, 2016.
Besides Russia, Algeria has enormous
experience in the Yak-130’s operation.
In 2011 Algeria received 16 Yaks. If the
information is correct, Yak-130 is used there
both for training, as well as light attacks
against terrorists. The AF of the Republic
of Belarus also engages the combat use of
its fleet of Yak-130.
Yak-130’s armaments allow striking

The Yak-130’s prototype with
perspective optoelectronic system
ground targets with guided and unguided
weapons. In order to combat air targets,
the aircraft is equipped with R-73E missiles
at the close fight. Maximum weight of
the payload of Yak-130 is 3 tonnes, which
makes the aircraft an effective weapon in
low-intensity conflicts.
IRKUT Corporation over a period has
increased Yak-130’s combat features.
Testing of a modernised aircraft,
equipped with a laser rangefinder, is
being undertaken. This allows for combat
use in difficult terrains like mountains
and gorges, improve the accuracy of
determining the coordinates of targets
and in the employability of weapons. In
its further development, the aircraft may
get the EW container, in-flight refuelling

system and an onboard radar.
Yakovlev DB, a subsidiary of
Irkut
Corporation had derived and developed
the concept of a new generation
supersonic trainer. But this concept was
not restricted to Yak-130 alone. In consent
with Russia, a prototype of this aircraft was
taken as a base by the Italian company
Aeromacchi (a
unit of
LeonardoFinmeccanica), in developing its M-346
aircraft.
Though M-346 was in demand, it fell
short of the Yak-130 on the volume of
orders, because of its inferior combat
capabilities. Now this aircraft, entitled as
T-100, participates in the tender for the US
AF’s new trainer.

.
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Russian Helicopters developing new
after sales service framework in India

T

he Russian Helicopters Holding
Company (part of State Corporation
Rostec) is working to improve its after sales
services and introduce a "single-window"
system of cooperation with foreign clients
in terms of the new strategy of Rostec's
aviation cluster. A pilot project is currently
being implemented in India.
This framework entails centralization
of all the after sales-related processes
and represents the first step in providing
operators with an after sales services
package and the transitioning of the
organization of aftersales service under
the life cycle contract. As a rotorcraft
designer and manufacturer, Russian

Helicopters intends to utilize
its existing cooperation with
other Russian companies
engaged
in
helicopter
building to ensure operation
of the machines throughout
the full term of their life cycle.
"We find it important to
provide Russian helicopters in
India with timely and proper
service," said Igor Chechikov,
Russian Helicopters' Deputy CEO for
After sales Service, at the Aero India
2017 exhibition. "In terms of the "singlewindow system" project, the holding
company and Russian-made helicopters'
parts suppliers will work out a plan to
provide the machines with an after sales
services package to serve the interests
of foreign operators. We will implement
the practices acquired into the global
after sales service system of Russian
Helicopters," Chechikovstated.
The Russian Helicopters Holding
Company's experts expect the singlewindow system to improve the quality
of the company's after sales service, and

that will give it an edge over its foreign
competitors. As a result of implementing
the system, operators will not have
to negotiate with hundreds of parts
manufacturers, for they will have the
"single window" through which to obtain
the entire range of after sales services for
Russian helicopters.
The system will not only make the process
of organizing helicopter maintenance and
repair significantly easier, but will also
reduce the time to provide such services.
In the meantime, operators will obtain
parts and services certified by the Russian
Helicopters Holding Company as their
manufacturer.
The Russian Helicopters Holding
Company is currently in the process of
approving long-term contracts for the
supply of spare parts and provision of
after sales service to operators. The
company is also testing the organization
and conditions of cooperation with
suppliers of parts for Russian helicopters
operated by foreign clients through the
"integrated after sales service center.”

.

State Assembly felicitates Brahmos CEO

T

he sixth edition of the annual “Bhopal
VigyanMela” organised by Science &
Technology Minister of Madhya Pradesh
Government,
Umashankar
Gupta,
witnessed the felicitation of Dr. Sudhir
Kumar Mishra, Distinguished Scientist
& Chief Controller DRDO & CEO & MD
BrahMos Aerospace.
Along with the Chief minister and
Dr.Mishra, State Cooperative Minister

Shri VishwasSarang Shri Jayant Ji
Shastrabuddhe, Vigyan Bharti & other
dignatries from MPCST participated in the
event.
Dr. Mishra, who has been honoured
with the “Vigyan Pratibha Samman 2016”
award during the previous edition of the
event organized by the Madhya Pradesh
Government to create scientific awareness
and popularise science among the rural,

tribal and urban populace of the state,
made a special address on the inaugural
day.
Dr. Mishra was later invited by the Science
& Technology Minister Shri Gupta to visit
the Madhya Pradesh Vidhan Sabha. He
was introduced to the assembly members
by the chair who welcomed him with
cheers. Science & Technology Minister
Umashankar Gupta said that it is a matter
of pride that Dr Sudhir Kumar Mishra hails
from Jabalpur and CM has facilitated him
with “Madhya Pradesh Gaurav” award
recently. He was later welcomed by Dr.
Sitasharan Sharma the Assembly speaker
along with other MLA’s.
The Madhya Pradesh Council of Science
& Technology organised the four-day
event, providing a unique platform to
researchers, scientists and students of the
state.
BrahMos Aerospace, the producer of
world-class BRAHMOS weapon system, is
taking part in the annual exhibition.

Lightweight and highly stable: The topology optimized antenna bracket for Sentinel satellites
with EOS Aluminium AlSi10Mg using additive manufacturing (source: EOS GmbH)

Metal 3D printed Satellite Antenna bracket
designed For Additive Manufacturing (DFAM)
certified for use in outer space
EOS, the world’s leading technology and quality leader for high-end solutions in

additive manufacturing, helps to achieve complex design ideas into reality.
Adding value to the aeronautical industries in terms of weight and material
savings.
With e-Manufacturing, one can secure competitive advantage in a business
environment that is facing ever increasing and challenging targets around
emission reduction and conservation of natural resources.

Delta Rapid Technologies
#1, 3rd Cross, Vasanthnagar | Bangalore 560 052
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Langkawi Ready for LIMA-2017

The Langkawi International Maritime and Aerospace exhibition,
2017 (LIMA-'17) is all set to be held at Langkawi in Malaysia from
21- 25th March.
LIMA is one among the largest shows of its kind within the Asia
Pacific region, conducted in the Island Langkawi biennially. The
aerospace exhibition is held at the Mahsuri International Exhibition
Centre, adjacent to the terminal at Langkawi International Airport
and the Maritime event will be held at Resorts World, Langkawi.
Its impressive list of international exhibitors and suppliers is more
than matched by the supportive presence of industry elites, which
range from senior Government officials, and military and civil
delegates, to industry movers and shakers and more.
From its debut in 1991, LIMA is said to be an ideal platform where
industry stakeholders could engage and expand their networks
towards forging new partnerships and business agreements. It's
insightful round tables and conferences, as well as business forums,
offer access to invaluable information that enables businesses to
stay ahead of the competition and seize new opportunities in the
dynamic market of Asia Pacific.
Few Indian companies are participating in the event as delegates.
Brahmos is the major Indian company, which is exhibiting at LIMA.
More than 40,000 business visitors are expected for the event.
Gross exhibition space for LIMA ’17 has been increased by 40

ADA Assigns LCA Mark II for Indian Navy

percent, compared to the previous edition two years ago. The
exhibition space is expanded from 104,209 square metres
to 119,209 square metres. 505 companies from 36 countries,
including over half of the world's top 100 maritime and
aerospace suppliers, will participate in the five-day LIMA '17
exhibition, which is scheduled to begin on March 21. About 106
aircraft and 42 ships from around the world will be on display
for more than 40,000 trade visitors.
LIMA '17 will be welcoming the participation of 10 new
countries, namely Austria, Brazil, Estonia, Hong Kong, the
Netherlands, the Philippines, Poland, Thailand and Ukraine.
LIMA '17 will also feature, for the first time, an array of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) and Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUV) from the United States Air Force MQ-1 Predator,
the US Navy MQ-8, Fire Scout, Thales Fulmar Mini-UAV, SAAB
AUV 62At and the TBN UAV from Ukraine.
LIMA '17 will also play host to a wide range of high-impact
conferences and seminars covering various issues, from
defence to the commercial sector. The Transport Ministry will
hold the ASEAN Aviation Summit and International Maritime
Conference on the sidelines of LIMA '17.

.

Cmde C D Balaji ,
PGD(CA) & Director,
Aeronautical Development Agency
Aeronautical Development Agency will
develop a new version of the naval Light
Combat Aircraft (LCA), which is likely to fly
by the end of 2020.

Director
of
the
Aeronautical
Development Agency (ADA), CD Balaji
said, they were aware of the shortcomings
of the naval version of the LCA, adding
that a new version was being worked
upon. LCA Mark I developed for the Navy
was just a technology demonstrator and
based on the shortcoming of this version
and the requirements of the Navy ADA
will be going for the Mark II version.
The ADA is the nodal agency for the
design and development of LCA.
"The overweight aircraft is the Mark 1.
We will work on Mark 2 aircraft, which will
have enhanced thrust engine. It will meet
the requirements of the take-off,” Balaji
added.
“We are re-configuring this aircraft,
the preliminary design is complete, the
detailed design will take 18-20 months. By
the end of 2020, the revised configuration
should fly,” he said.
According to sources, the navy wanted
a twin-engine aircraft, but they were told
that developing it would take longer.
Defence ministry had earlier stated that
Indian Navy would continue to fund
development of the naval variant of Tejas.
Commodore C.D.Balaji is an Outstanding
Scientist, who is holding the charge of

Alpha Tocol delivered 100th
Sukhoi Flaperon to HAL

Col.Shankar, CMD, Alpha-Tocol, a subsidiary of Alpha Design Technologies handing over the
100th Sukhoi Flaperon to Shri T.Suvarana Raju,CMD, HAL at Aero India. Shri Ashok Kumar
Gupta, Secretary, Defence Production Govt of India also seen.

Programme Director of the Light Combat
Aircraft (LCA) in his capacity as the
Director of the Aeronautical Development
Agency (ADA).
ADA, based in Bengaluru, is the premier
multi-agency body spearheading the
development of combat aircraft for the
Air Force and the Navy - among them the
LCA and the proposed Advanced Medium
Combat Aircraft AMCA.
Prior to his elevation, Cmde Balaji was
Project Director of the LCA’s naval version.
Cmde Balaji holds a BE in Mechanical
Engineering and a Masters degree
in Aerospace Engineering from the
Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru.
Commissioned into the Indian Navy's
engineering branch in September 1978,
Cmde Balaji has specialised in the Naval
Aviation Arm.
He joined ADA on deputation in 2002
to work on the development of a naval
version of the light fighter. In December
2006, he left the Navy and fully moved to
ADA.
**
(In the last issue of Aeromag Asia Cmde
(Commodore) CD Balaji was mistakenly
referred as Cdr (Commander) Balaji, We
regret the error committed.)

Alpha Tocol, a 100 percent subsidiary
of, Alpha Design Technologies delivered
100th Sukhoi Flaperon to Hindustan Aeronautics Limited. Col.H.S.Shankar, Chairman & Managing Director, Alpha Design
Technologies handed over the Flaperon to
Shri T. Suvarna Raju, Chairman & Managing
Director, Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. The
ceremony which took place at the 11th
edition of Aero India also saw the presence
of Shri Ashok Kumar Gupta, Secretary,
Defence Production.
Alpha Tocol has been associated with HAL
for development of these major assemblies from the inception of transfer of technology of SU30 MKI. Flaperon is a major
and complex structural assembly of SU-30
MKI. The Flaperon comprises of 343detail parts – 277 sheet metal, 56 machine
components with 6 sub-assemblies. It is
a primary control surface with a length of
2900mm & width of 953 mm, which serves
as a ‘Flap’ as well as ‘Aileron’.
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Flight2™, RMAF C-130s
& the changing airspace

T

he fleet of 14 C-130-type aircraft
in the Royal Malaysian Air
Force (RMAF) is tasked with
carrying out an ever-widening range
of missions, from maritime patrol to
aerial refueling to military transport
and humanitarian efforts. Current
and future missions will require these
versatile aircraft to fly in both military
and commercial airspace.
All military aircraft will need to meet
Communications, Navigation and
Surveillance/Air Traffic Management
(CNS/ATM) 2020 mandates to fly in
commercial airspace. As airspace
requirements change, the RMAF is
looking to upgrade its C-130s with
avionics that will allow it to operate in
this ever-changing environment. This
is also an opportune time for the RMAF
to address issues of obsolescence,
service, repair and operating costs for
its C-130 aircraft avionics.
The Rockwell Collins Flight2™
integrated avionics system addresses
the CNS/ATM mandate as well as the

full range of obsolescence, service,
repair and operating-cost issues
and has previously been certified
by the C-130’s original equipment
manufacturer. The advancements it
offers will enable the RMAF C-130 fleet
to meet operational requirements,
increase mission readiness rates and
meet future technology needs.

Globally and locally
proven capabilities
In considering avionics to meet the
CNS/ATM mandate and operational
needs, the RMAF must also weigh the
risks associated with upgrading its
C-130 fleet. As far and away the most
contracted CNS/ATM avionics system,
Flight2 is the lowest-risk choice for the
C-130 upgrade. Flight2 is flying on, or
under contract to be installed on, 190
C-130 aircraft in 15 nations. The United
States Air Force, NATO and other Asia
Pacific C-130 operators have upgraded
their aircraft with the Rockwell Collins
Flight2 avionics system.

Rockwell Collins provides avionics
solutions for installation on more
upgraded C-130 aircraft than any
other single provider in the world.
In addition, 419 C/KC-135 aircraft
are equipped with Flight2, making
Rockwell Collins a globally trusted
source for military avionics upgrades.
In Malaysia, Rockwell Collins has a
nearly 50-year association with the
RMAF. The company’s equipment
operates on aircraft across the RMAF
fleet. These aircraft include the
Sikorsky S61A-4 (Nuri helicopter), CN235, F/A-18C/D, MB-339, Pilatus PC-7,
Hawk MK.108/208 and MIG-29.

Designed for safer, more capable
and cost-effective operation
Outfitted with a Flight2 flight deck,
the RMAF’s C-130 aircraft could operate
unrestricted in commercial airspace
around the world, including supporting
United Nations humanitarian missions.
The system has commercial and
military
functionality
integrated

•

•
into a single system, so the aircraft
can transition seamlessly between
commercial and military airspace.
What Flight2 brings to an RMAF C-130
flight deck is the ability to do more
during each mission, with greater
precision and situational awareness for
pilots while reducing their workload.
System features include:
•
GPS/SBAS, RNP and RNAV 0.3
capabilities, including SIDs, STARs
and RNAV approaches
•
Tactical
navigation,
remote
approaches and search-andrescue patterns to improve
military operations
•
Integrated airdrop functions
(HARP/CARP) to provide the
highest degree of drop-zone
accuracy of any avionics system
•
Large, 6-by-8-inch displays to
enhance situational awareness,
crew resource management and

safety
A digital autopilot to reduce
obsolescence and repair-cost
issues while increasing reliability
and improving mission capability
rates
Display compatibility with nightvision goggles to enable tactical
operations in a Night Vision
Imaging System environment

Off-the-shelf mission
mobility applications
More and more, military acquisition
considerations focus on cost and
capability benefits from the use of
commercial off-the-shelf solutions.
Flight2 offers advantages here as well.
For example, it includes a Mobility
Mission Applications solution that fully
integrates and militarizes commercial
advancements to meet the military
customer’s specific requirements.
The architecture of these applications
is built on a common set of core
hardware and software, with an
expanded superset of predefined
fixed options for military and civil
avionics. Customers selecting Mobility
Mission Applications incur no nonrecurring engineering development

costs and gain the efficiencies of
common,
configurable
software
integration lab kits, test procedures
and documentation.
Upgrades that make smart use of
commercial off-the-shelf technologies
enable the aircraft to perform
demanding
military
missions
without compromising reliability or
affordability, all while complying with
mandates.

A provider that values
relationships
Rockwell Collins is committed
to supporting the missions of its
customers. This commitment includes
in-country technology investments
and local partnerships, so that
customers can achieve their goals,
meet their needs and sustain success
over the long term.
In Malaysia, Rockwell Collins is
partnered with AIROD to deliver the
upgraded C-130s and ensure longterm platform supportability for the
RMAF. Rockwell Collins is committed
to providing a significant amount
of technology transfer to Malaysia
through this program.

.
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Successful Test Firing of AAD EndoAtmospheric Interceptor Missile

Take off view of the Advanced Area Defence Endo-Atmospheric Interceptor
Missile of the DRDO successfully test fired, at Abdul Kalam Island, Odisha

DRDO conducted the successful launch of the
interceptor missile Advanced Area Defence (AAD) from
Abdul Kalam Island, Odisha. The endo-atmospheric
missile, capable of intercepting incoming targets at
an altitude of 15 to 25 kms successfully destroyed
the incoming missile. All the mission objectives were
successfully met.
The weapon system radars tracked the target and
provided the initial guidance to the interceptor which
could precisely home on to the target and destroyed
it in endo-atmospheric layer. The complete event
including the engagement and destruction was tracked
by a number of electro-optical tracking systems using
infrared imagery. Radars and telemetry stations tracked
the target and the interceptor till the destruction of
the target. The launch has proved the Ballistic Missile
Defence (BMD) prowess of the country.
The Defence Minister Shri Manohar Parrikar
congratulated DRDO on the successful launch of the
interceptor missile. Chairman DRDO and Secretary
Department of Defence R&D Dr. S. Christopher also
congratulated team AAD for the successful test firing.
Scientific Advisor to Raksha Mantri and Director
General (Missiles & Strategic Systems), DRDO Dr. G.
Satheesh Reddy monitored the launch operation along
with other senior officials.

Tata Elxsi Partners with DiSTI
to Produce e-Cockpit Demonstrator
T

he DiSTI Corporation, a leading provider of graphical user
interface software and customized 3D virtual maintenance
training solutions, announces a strategic partnership with
Tata Elxsi to deliver DiSTI’s GL Studio UI products with Tata
Elxsi software services. Tata Elxsi developed their e-Cockpit
demonstrator using DiSTI’s GL Studio UI Designer.
Tata Elxsi has joined DiSTI’s partner program as a seasoned
global development group of UI content creation and
implementation professionals. Showcased during CES 2017
in January, Tata Elxsi adopted GL Studio for their e-Cockpit
demonstrator for the development of the Infotainment, Cluster
and HUD. Throughout the development process, DiSTI provided
UI support for the GL Studio UI Designer. The hardware used
for the demonstrator is the Renesas R-Car H3 Salvatore-X
board. The demonstrator highlights both how GL Studio can
seamlessly handle high performance graphics across multiple
displays on a single embedded target, as well as the quality
design and software implementation capabilities of Tata Elxsi.
“This partnership highlights the versatility of the GL Studio

software suite and our commitment to our partners’ and
customers’ success,” said Chris Giordano, DiSTI Vice President,
Automotive Division. “DiSTI is honored to collaborate
with Tata Elxsi on this project, and we look forward to a
long and mutually beneficial relationship with them.”
DiSTI’s GL Studio UI tools are a comprehensive development
suite for seamlessly creating cross platform 2D and 3D user
interface content. GL Studio streamlines UI asset creation to
implementation readiness in one platform without compromise.
By consuming industry standard file formats such as Photoshop
and 3ds Max into the GL Studio Designer, the graphics
artist’s content directly drives the user experience and the UI
designer workflow significantly reduces the time to market.
“With more and more driver assistance happening in
automobiles through multiple displays, HMI and Graphics are
going to play a major role and Tata Elxsi along with DiSTI are
investigating futeristic ways of UX and UI implemenations
in vehicles”, says Tony K John, Global Head of Marketing,
Partnerships & Alliances, Automotive Business Unit, Tata Elxsi.
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Piaggio Aerospace exhibites
Avanti EVO at LIMA’17

P

iaggio Aerospace, a leading Italian
aircraft manufacturer active in the
business and defence & security
sectors, will exhibits its Avanti EVO in
the LIMA Airshow, staged in Langkawi
archipelago in Malaysia between 21st
and 25th March, 2017. LIMA is one of
the biggest show of its kind within the
Asia Pacific region for defence and civil
applications, attracting 550 exhibitors
from 38 Countries, 40,000 trade visitors
expected, international military and
civil delegates and senior Government
officials. The Exhibition is held biennially
since its debut in 1991.
Piaggio Aerospace will be present with
a chalet at position GC08 and will display
one of its Avanti EVO aircraft in the static
area, the first Avanti EVO in the Asia Pacific
market.
Renato Vaghi, Chief Executive Officer of
Piaggio Aerospace, said: “This is the first
time we are ex-hibitors for all intents and
purposes at LIMA, which we consider
one of the most prestigious de-fence
and civil Exhibitions in the Asia Pacific
region and at international level. LIMA’17

Picture by Paul Cordwell,
Piaggio Aerospace
will be a hugely valuable opportunity for
Piaggio Aerospace to promote – within
a more and more dynamic market – our
excellence in business aviation, in defence
& security and in customer services”.
Avanti EVO is the third generation of the
legendary P.180 and is the state-of-the-art
of Piaggio Aerospace in business aviation.
Currently, there are more than 220 P.180
Avanti aircraft in opera-tion globally: 6
Avanti EVO, 126 of the second-generation
Avanti II, and 89 of the original Avanti.
In defence & security, P.1HH HammerHead
is a new, state-of-the-art Unmanned Aerial
System (UAS), and MPA – Multirole Patrol
Aircraft is a technologically advanced,
efficient
and
competitive
Special
Mission, Multirole Enforcement light twin
turboprop aircraft.
Avanti EVO is the third generation of
the legendary P.180. Innovative 5-blade
scimitar propellers and the historic
three-lifting surface configurations work
together to give Avanti EVO unique
aero-dynamic performance in its class.
Combining lavish Made in Italy style,
meticulous attention to de-tails and

groundbreaking aviation technology,
Avanti EVO offers superior climb
performance, huge fuel savings and
lower emissions compared to aircraft in
the same class. Reaching a speed of 402
KTAS (745 km/h) and a range of over 1.7k
nautical miles, Avanti EVO is ideal for
any continental des-tination. The standup cabin height of 5ft 9in (1.75m) is the
biggest in class.
P.1HH HammerHead
P.1HH HammerHead is the new, state-ofthe-art Unmanned Aerial System (UAS)
designed for In-telligence, Surveillance,
and Reconnaissance (ISR) missions.
Its combination of performance and
operational characteristics is at the very
top end of the UAS MALE category.
Piaggio Aerospace designs, develops,
manufactures and maintains aircraft,
aircraft
engines
and
structural
components. Piaggio Aerospace is a
story of innovation and progress started
in 1884 in Genoa, Italy. A continuous
commitment to research & development,
combined with innovative design and
style, drive the development of Piaggio
Aerospace, a main player on the world
market for executive planes, unmanned
aerial systems and special mission aircraft.
The company operates from its brand new
aerospace center of excellence at Villanova
d’Albenga, Italy. Piaggio Aerospace is
implementing a strategic plan oriented
towards developing business in response
to new market demands. The company’s
new vision aims to maintain and
strengthen its role as a main player in
business aviation as well as a key player
in the defence & security sector. Piaggio
Aerospace is 100% owned by Abu Dhabibased Mubadala Development Company.
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BEL pays Rs. 49.21cr interim dividend

Mr M V Gowtama, CMD, BEL, presenting the interim dividend cheque for Rs. 49.21 crore for the year 2016-17 to the Defence Minister,
Mr Manohar Parrikar. Mr Ashok Kumar Gupta, Secretary (Defence Production), Mrs Kusum Singh, Joint Secretary (P&C) & (ES), and
part-time government director on the BEL board, and Mr M M Joshi, Executive Director (National Marketing), BEL also seen

N

avratna Defence PSU Bharat
Electronics Ltd (BEL) has paid an
interim dividend of Rs.49.21 crore to the
Government for the year 2016-17. Mr M
V Gowtama, CMD, BEL, presented the

dividend cheque to the Defence Minister,
Mr Manohar Parrikar. BEL has declared
30% per cent Interim Dividend (Rs. 3/per share) to its shareholders for the year
2016-17.This is the 13th consecutive year

that BEL is paying Interim Dividend. The
Company had paid 170% Dividend in
the previous year 2015-16 (25% Interim
Dividend in February, 2016 and 145% Final
Dividend in October, 2016.

Rafael Completes Bond-Issuing
The demand amounted to over 680 million dollars (2.5 billion Shekels)

David Vaish

H

aifa (Israel): Rafael Advanced
Defense Systems Ltd. announced
the completion of a bond-issuing
process of 400 million dollars (1.5
billion Shekels) in private placement
to institutional investors at a risk
premium of 1-1.4% above the Israeli
government treasuries. The demand
amounted to over 2.5 billion shekels.
Rafael designs, develops, manufactures

and supplies a wide range of high-tech
defense systems for air, land, sea and
space applications for the Israeli Defense
Forces and the defense establishment,
as well as for customers around the
world. These systems include air
defense systems such as “Iron Dome”
and “David’s Sling”, active protection
systems such as “Trophy”, air-to-surface
systems, precise, electro-optical, multipurpose missiles, and many others. Rafael
has also built Israel’s national cyber
emergency response center. Rafael is the
largest employer in Northern Israel with
over 7,000 employees and numerous
subcontractors and service suppliers.
David Vaish, Executive Vice President,
Finance and Control of Rafael said,
"The successful completion of this
bond-issuing process is an indication
of confidence by the investors". He
added, "the decision to raise capital
stems from our plans to realize the
company’s growth objectives - both
organic growth and growth through
M&A activity and further investments
in the company's areas of activity.”
Rafael has been ranked Aaa for several
years by “Midroog” and prior to the

issue, this rating was confirmed to
the extent of raising a total of 400
million dollars (1.5 billion Shekels).
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President’s Standard and
Colours Presented
The President of India and Supreme
Commander of Indian Armed Forces,
Shri Pranab Mukherjee awarded the
prestigious President’s Standard and
Colours to 125 Helicopter Squadron
and Mechanical Training Institute (MTI)
respectively, during a grand ceremonial
parade held at Air Force Station Tambarm.
The Commanding Officer of 125
Helicopter Squadron Group Captain
VD Badoni and Commanding
Officer of MTI Group Captain A
Arunachaleswaran received the
President’s Standard and Colours.
The ceremonial parade was commanded
by Group Captain A Arunachaleswaran.
The President also released First Day
Covers of 125 Helicopter Squadron and
Mechanical Training Institute at the
function. There was a spectacular display
of precision and daredevilry by the Air
Warriors drill team. Fly past consisting of
Mi-35 and Mi-17 Helicopters, Pilatus and
Kiran trainer aircraft was synchronized
with significant events of the parade. The

grand ceremony
concluded with
a breathtaking
air show
demonstrated
by Surya Kiran
Aerobatic Team
(SKAT), which won
the admiration
of everyone.
The Governor
of Tamil Nadu
and Senior
Government
officials from
Tamil Nadu
Administration,
Air Chief Marshal
BS Dhanoa, Chief
of the Air Staff,
Air Marshal C Hari
Kumar, Air Officer
Commanding–inChief, Western
Air Command, Air Marshal SRK Nair,

Shri Pranab Mukherjee, President of India releasing
First Day Covers of Mechanical Training Institute (MTI)
Tambaram and 125 Helicopter Squadron Pathankot.

Shri Pranab Mukherjee,President of India at
President’s Standard and Colours Presentation
Air Officer Commanding–in-Chief,
Training Command along with other
Senior Defence and Civilian dignitaries
were present on the occasion.
Speaking at the occasion, Shri Pranab
Mukherjee congratulated the awardee
units and said that the nation is proud of
the capability and competency of the IAF.
Over the last eight decades, the IAF has
emerged as an immensely professional
and combat-ready force. It has achieved
distinction in defending our skies and
delivering vital humanitarian aid and
disaster relief. The brave men and women
in blue have displayed incredible courage
and determination in the discharge of
their duties, acquitting themselves with
great confidence. The ongoing process of
modernization will transform the IAF into
and even more potent and strategic force
that can take on all future challenges. The
IAF will remain ever vigilant in protecting
our skies and continue to maintain its
cherished standards of excellence.

.
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Thales and B
 DL sign MoU
for STARStreak missile

At Aero India 2017, Thales and Bharat
Dynamics Limited (BDL), a Government of
India enterprise, have signed a Memorandum of Understanding to assess the
opportunity for the transfer of technology
of the STARStreak missile capability to

India with the support of the Government
of the United Kingdom (UK). The MoU was
signed in the presence of Ms Harriet Baldwin, MP, Minister for Defence Procurement
for the UK Government

.

(from left to right): Emmanuel de Roquefeuil, VP & Country Director for India, Thales,
exchanging MoU with K Divakar, Director
- Technical, Bharat Dynamics Ltd (BDL) in the
presence of Pascale Sourisse, Senior Exec VP,
International Development at Thales ; Elizabeth Baker, Export BD Director - UK, Thales
; V Udaya Bhaskar, Chairman & Managing
Director, BDL and Sophie Lane, Regional
Director, DSO, Department for International
Trade, UK Government, along with other
Thales and BDL representatives

Aviation Safety Poster
Competition and Seminar

Dr R.K. Tyagi, former Chairman HAL distributing the prozes.
A Seminar on Challenges of Emerging Technology in Aviation
was conducted along with a poster competition on Aviation
Safety, to bring in significant awareness on the safety aspects of
the industry.
Chief Guest Dr R.K.Tyagi, who delivered the keynote address,
stressed the challenges of the Indian Aviation industry, which
are rapidly expanding to reach the prime position globally in the
next ten years.
Babu Peter, Executive vice President of Goair made a
presentation on “Growth in aviation and cost effective Indian
MRO-a perfect match for Make in India programme”. Sanjay
Sahay, General Manager Aviation, Indian Oil Corporation gave a
lecture on Aviation Fuel –Refining to Refueling.

Harpreet A.De.Singh Executive Director, Chief of Flight Safety
& Head of corporate safety & environment management system
elaborated on the Airlines Safety and Emergency Responses.
Lady student achievers of TIAT received their certificate of
honour from Harpreet Singh, President, IWPA. P.S.Ganapathy,
Chairman of the Aeronautical Society of India, Mumbai branch
welcomed the gathering and Subhajit Maity, the Accountable
Manager, TIAT proposed a vote of thanks.
An Aviation Play was enacted by TIAT students. Dr R.K. Tyagi
also distributed the prizes to the winners of the safety poster
competition.
Around 200 personnel from the industry and students fraternity
participated in this event.
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JetAvi Providing

Brazil’s Azul

Engineering Services

becomes the

JetAvi Engineering Private Limited, a fully owned subsidiary of
HEICO Corporation (NYSE: HEI and HEI.A), established in 2004, based
in Bengaluru, India, provides engineering, sourcing, documentation
and metrology services to its customers around the world.
At JetAvi, we recognize that our success depends on our
commitment to provide total quality along with tailored solutions
that conform to all aspects of our customers’ requirements.

E195-E2 launch

By combining state-of-the-art
technologies, a team of highly skilled
team members and an indisputable
commitment to quality, JetAvi, a AS9100C
(Based on and including ISO 9001:2008)
certified company, offers dimensional
inspection (metrology) services to the
aerospace, medical and automotive
industries as well as supporting
HEICO Aerospace’s requirements for
new product design, documentation
services and global sourcing.
By utilizing HEICO’s vast pool of FAA
designated engineering representatives
(DERs), JetAvi Engineering conducts
Research and Development (“R&D”)
focused towards the enhancement and
improvement of products worldwide.
Our product offerings include:
•
Dimensional
Measurement Service
•
Design creations

•
Development of specifications
•
Generation of 3-D models
•
Creation of CAD drawings
and engineering documentation
services for reverse engineering of
mechanical, electro-mechanical,
electronic and other parts and systems
JetAvi metrology lab is proficient
in the measurement of commercial
aircraft engine components, systems &
accessories components, and interior
components made of metals, elastomers,
plastics, fabrics, ceramics, and composites.
JetAvi metrology services includes First
Article Inspection (FAI), Production
Inspection, Source Inspection, New
Product Development Measurements,
Reverse Engineering Measurements,
Documentation and Reporting. To date,
JetAvi Metrology Lab has successfully
completed over 1000 projects
primarily for aerospace customers.
About HEICO
HEICO Corporation is a successful and
growing technology-driven aerospace,
industrial, defense and electronics
company. For 60 years, HEICO has thrived
by providing customers with innovative
and cost-saving products and services.
HEICO's products are found on
large commercial aircraft, regional,
business and military aircraft, as well
as on a large variety of industrial
turbines, targeting systems, missiles
and electro-optical devices.
For more information please visit
HEICO at www.heico.com

operator

Azul Brazilian Airlines, the largest
operator of the E195s current-generation
in the world, will be the launch operator
of the new E195-E2 Embraer Aircraft.
Azul’s contract with Embraer is for up to
50 aircraft, being 30 firm orders and 20
purchase rights.
“Azul played a key role in the E195-E2
development, actively participating in
the design specifica-tion of the aircraft
and helping Embraer design the most
efficient single-aisle aircraft in the market
today,” said John Slattery, President &
CEO, Embraer Commercial Aviation. “The
significance of having Azul aboard the E2
Program and to now identifying them the
launch operator can be sum-marized in
two words: trust and partnership.”
Currently, the Brazilian airline has a total
of 73 E-Jets in service. The E195-E2s will be
configured by Azul in a comfortable singleclass layout with 130 seats and the aircraft
will entry into service with the airline in the
first half of 2019.
The E-Jets E2 backlog has 275 firm orders,
in addition to Letters of Intent, options
and purchase rights covering another 415
aircraft, totaling 690 commitments from
airlines and leasing companies.
Embraer is the world’s leading
manufacturer of commercial jets with
up to 130+ seats. The Compa-ny has
100 customers from all over the world
operating the ERJ and the E-Jet families
of aircraft. For the E-Jets program
alone, Embraer has logged more than
1,700 orders and over 1,300 deliver-ies,
redefining the traditional concept of
regional aircraft by operating across a
broad range of business applications.

.
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Talks, Terms and Treaties: Aero India Triumphs
If the responses and engagements
at the Aero India 2017 are taken into
account, India can proudly become
a hotbed of global civil aviation and
defence industries. India has long been
considered or termed as a buyer and
the world’s biggest market where the
arms dealers and manufacturers of
military hardware thronged for deals.
This global frame of mind is expected to
change. The Aero India-2017 exhibition
concluded at the Air Force Station at
Yelahanka in Bengaluru is witnessing a
shift of priorities from buying to selling,
marking an aggressive entry of Indian
defence products in the global arena.
Though there was a carnival mood, with
as lakhs of people thronged to witness
the aerial feast at Yelehanka, there were
intense intercessions and business talks at
the Show which have already culminated
in deals and which in due course of time
will end up in agreements and MoUs.
According to official sources, nearly five
lakh people have visited the event; of
them, about one lakh business visitors.
Besides, 65 ministerial and other highlevel delegates from several countries
attended the event. The exhibition
at the show saw participation from
549 companies, out of which 270
were Indian and 279 foreign. A five-

member Chinese delegation from the
People’s Liberation Army Air Force
attended the show for the first time.
The show turned out to be a huge
attraction for aviation aficionados
who thronged the event to witness
the static and air display by various
aircraft, including fighter, transport,
helicopter and aerobatic display
teams. Over 700 global and Indian
companies participated and as
many as 53 aircraft were showcased
for the first time at the premier air
show held from 14-18 February.

Sector Potential
The show could convince the country
about the potential of the emerging
aerospace and defence potential, which
was till recently uncovered. During the
five-day event, many investments and
partnership deals were signed. India
signed several collaboration agreements
with many companies within the
framework of its “Make in India” initiative.
During a briefing at the Aero Show,
world’s largest aircraft manufacturer
Boeing said it continues to see strong
growth in India’s commercial aviation
sector. “The major factors we watch —
the exchange rate, fuel price, and the
profitability of the airlines — are all still

favourable and we remain confident in
the strong growth of India’s commercial
aviation sector,” said Dinesh Keskar,
senior vice-president, Asia Pacific & India
Sales, Boeing Commercial Airplanes.
According to Boeing’s 2016 India
Current Market Outlook, 1,850 new
aeroplanes, valued at $265 billion,
will be needed here, over the next 20
years. No wonder, the juggernauts of
aerospace and defence industries eye
on India’s capabilities as well as needs.
These words of the Boeing man
were reaffirmed as many deals
took shape at the show.

•
Airbus signed a MoU with the
government of Telangana, National Skill
Development Corporation India, and
AEROCAMPUS France, to establish a
Centre of Excellence (CoE) for aerospace
skill development in Hyderabad. To
be opened at Begumpet airport,
Hyderabad, the CoE will train high school

Announcements & Partnerships
•
Aequs, one of India’s fastestgrowing precision engineering
companies, announced the opening of a
high-end multi-capability aerospace and
defence manufacturing facility in Tuem,
Goa. This, according to the company, is
the first venture of its kind in the private
sector in India, which will manufacture
high-end components and systems
for aerospace and defence sector, and
support the ‘Make in India’ initiative.
The new facility will be established
with an initial investment of Rs 500
crore and it is expected to generate
2,000 employment opportunities.

Display of LCA
model at ADA stall
in Aero India 2017.

graduates to experienced aviation
personnel on aircraft manufacturing,
logistics, maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO), ground handling
and special aviation processes.
•
Another MoU was signed
between Dassault Systems and the
Karnataka government to set up of

an ‘Aerospace and Defence’ CoE in
the state to provide high-end training
to nearly 1,600 engineers every
year. Visvesvaraya Technological
University (VTU), as the academic
partner, will provide space for the CoE
on its campus in the Chikkaballapur
district, 60 km from Bengaluru.
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and supply missiles and missile
systems for the local market.
•
Defence and security company
Saab has offered a fighter sensor package
for the home-grown Tejas LCA Mk1A
fighter aircraft. The package consists
of a state-of-the-art Saab Airborne
Electronically Scanned Array fighter
radar closely integrated with a compact
electronic warfare suite using Gallium
Nitride based AESA technology.
•
Axiscades and Drone Volt
signed a MoU to jointly cater to the
growing market for drones in the Indian
defence and aerospace sector. Under the
MoU, both companies will evaluate scope
for drones to address the requirements

Out door display of LCA
model at Aero India 2017.

for aerial surveillance, including disaster
management and hazardous site security.
•
Israel Aerospace Industries
Ltd (IAI), is developing the mediumrange surface-to-air missile (MRSAM) with the Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO) and
it has been expanding the business.
•
IAI signed a term sheet for
a joint venture with Kalyani Strategic
Systems, part of the Pune-based auto
component maker Kalyani Group
that is building a strong defence
business. IAI has similar ventures
with Tata Advanced Material and

Bengaluru-based Alpha Design.
•
Another agreement was
signed between IAI and Dynamatic
Technologies Limited (DTL) regarding the
manufacture, assembly, maintenance and
support for mini-UAV projects in India.
•
IAI, through its Golan Industries
Division, and Taneja Aerospace & Aviation
Ltd. (TAAL) of India, have signed an
MOU to cooperate in the development,
production, marketing and/or sale of civil
and military aircraft crashworthy-seats.
•
Larsen & Toubro (L&T) and
European missile specialist MBDA
set up a joint venture to develop

India Sells
Coming out of its shell as a buyer
of aerospace and defence products,
which entailed billions of rupees,
India, is now confident to enter
the market with its products.
Indian-made military products such as
LCA Tejas, DRDO-made AEW&Cs (Airborne
Early Warning and Control), Astra
missile, Pinaka Mk1 and Mk2 rockets,
Rustom 1 & 2 UAV, warships and the
Brahmos missile are getting prominence
in talks with foreign delegations
with a trade tag attached to them.
In addition, selling of Indian expertise
in MRO of both aircraft and naval assets
is being projected as a success. Reliance
Defence’s project to overhaul naval ships,

Su-30 pilot training and maintenance
tie-ups with Vietnam and Malaysia etc.
are among the other successes being
talked about. Reliance Defence, an
Indian private firm has recently signed
an agreement with US Navy for repair
and alteration services for warships.
India’s recent military exports include
a 21 million contract for the Advanced
Light Torpedo, Shyena with Vietnam
while Sonars have been supplied to
Myanmar, as S. Christopher, Chairman,
DRDO (Defence Research and
Development Organisation) said during
a press conference. DRDO is talking
not only about exporting products but
also technology and even exclusive
manufacture for a foreign client. “Smaller
AEW&Cs can be exported to other
countries and can develop it exclusively
for somebody,” Christopher said.

Akash, the medium range surface-toair missile, developed by DRDO and
manufactured by the public sector Bharat
Dynamics Ltd can hit targets like aircraft,
tanks, drones etc. The organisation also
was in the news as it got enquiries from
other countries for different products.
India’s Intech DMLS Limited, a metal
3D printing provider and metal additive
manufacturing establishment in the
aviation sector, has launched first
indigenously developed jet engine series
for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
and Remote Controlled (R/C) Aircraft.
Another Jet engine SJE-350 with a
thrust of 350kgf, designed for strategic
applications is currently being
manufactured. The company also plans to
expand into the Turbo Shaft/Fan category
in the near future, it was reported.

.
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IAI, Dynamatic
Technologies sign
agreement on
Mini UAVs

The Vice Chief of the Air Staff, Air Marshal SB Deo visiting Bharat Dynamics
stall at Aero India. Mr. Murali Mohan, GM Marketing, BDL also seen.

Shri CD Balaji, PGD(CA) & Director, Aeronautical Development Agency ,Shri K
Ravi Kumar, FA to Director General – ADA and Shri R Swaminathan, Associate PGD
(Current Programmes) & TD (GS)/Director (MM) at ADA stall in Aero India 2017.
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Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) and Dynamatic Technologies Ltd (DTL) have announced their cooperation to jointly address the needs of the Indian UAV market.
This announcement followed a significant
milestone with both companies signing a
cooperation agreement regarding the
production, assembly and support of
mini UAVs in India, at the Aero India exhibition currently underway in Bangalore.
The agreement encompasses the transfer
of technology and production capabilities
from IAI to DTL to enable the indigenous
capability for mini UAV systems for the
benefit of Indian end-users and in support of the Indian government's "Make in
India" initiative. This agreement can serve
as a solid foothold for much broader collaboration between the parties in the
field of UAVs in India, while retaining the
continuity of existing programs and enabling the implementation of new ones.
Shaul Shahar, IAI EVP and General Manager of IAI's Military Aircraft Group: "India
is one of IAI's main strategic customers;
hence our relationship with Indian users,
customers, and companies is critical. It is,
therefore, our intention to transfer a significant part of our UAV activity to India
in the near future, in accordance with the
"Make in India" policy. We are delighted to
join our new partner DTL and jointly offer
best-of-breed solutions for India."
Mr. Udayant Malhoutra, CEO & Managing Director Dynamatic Technologies Ltd:
“This partnership with IAI has the perfect
elements essential to build a UAV enterprise in India, under the Government’s
Make In India initiative. Dynamatic already manufactures major complex assemblies for global OEMs and we have
already built a robust supply-chain ecosystem in India.

.
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Shri R Swaminathan, Associate PGD (Current Programmes) & TD (GS)/Director (MM), (third from right)
and senior officers of Aeronautical Development Agency at ADA stall in Aero India 2017

Shri H.S.Nagaraj, Group Director ( GS – SPS & PMG), ADA, Shri Sankaraiah Mada, Group Director (ECS) ADA, and
Ms Harsha Rani, Under Secretary, Defence R & D Department and other officers at ADA stall in Aero India.

DEFENCE DIRECTORY
E: directory@aeromag.in
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Avalon Airshow 2017:
Crowds Enticed at the
High-Tech Aerial Displays

IAI, Kalyani Group JV to Manufacture
Specific Air Defense Systems
Israel Aerospace Industries, Ltd. (IAI) and Kalyani Strategic
Systems Ltd. (KSSL), the defense arm of Kalyani Group, signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to incorporate a Joint
Venture Company (JVC) in India. As part of the MOU, IAI and KSSL
are aiming to expand their presence in the Indian defense market
and to build, market and manufacture specific Air Defense
Systems and light weight special purpose munitions.
The MOU was signed in Bangalore, at the Aero-India exhibition,
by Joseph Weiss, IAI's President and CEO and Baba Kalyani,
Chairman Kalyani Group.
The MOU is the first step of a process to establish a JVC between
the two companies. The JVC will integrate strategic state-of-theart defense systems for the Indian MOD in accordance with the
Indian Government’s ‘Make in India’ policy.
Joseph Weiss, IAI's President and CEO said: "We are excited
to announce the next step in our partnership in India, one of
IAI's leading markets. This collaboration brings together the
manufacturing and technology excellence of two leading
companies and we hope we can continue with our partners at

KSSL to spread our footprint in India and to continue our vast
work with the 'Make in India' policy".
Baba Kalyani, Chairman Kalyani Group said “The joint venture
company will combine IAI's advance technology, knowledge
and experience as an OEM with world class design, development
and manufacturing capabilities of the Kalyani Group. The joint
venture will provide indigenously manufactured solutions in
niche technology areas of defense sector, thereby furthering the
‘Make in India’ initiative of the government”.
Boaz Levi, Executive Vice President and General Manager of
Systems, Missiles & Space Group said: "IAI has long relations in
the Indian defense forces and industries and we are happy to join
hands with Kalyani Group, one of India's leading companies to
explore future opportunities for both countries strength".
Rajinder Singh Bhatia, President & CEO, Defence & Aerospace,
Kalyani Group said: “Kalyani Group’s manufacturing competence
is well suited to complement IAI’s products in niche segments.
Together, we shall provide the most advanced solutions to our
armed forces”.

SAFRAN, MAINI Group
sign agreement
Safran Landing Systems (formerly Messier-Bugatti-Dowty), world
leader in aircraft landing and braking systems, has entered into
a long-term agreement with Maini Precision for the supply of
build-to-print component for various programs. This agreement
entitles Maini Precision to become the strategic member of Safran
Landing Systems sub-tier supply chain. Maini Precision will commence work for the A350 Airbus Aircraft Program for a period of
five years.
The agreement was signed between Mr. Alain Frehring, Executive
VP Purchasing at Safran Landing Systems, and Mr Gautam Maini,
Executive Director – Maini Group at Maini Precision Products Ltd.
facility in Bommasandra, Bengaluru. Present on the occasion were
Mr. Alain Dufils from Safran Landing Systems and Mr. Naresh Palta
– CEO (A & D), from Maini group.

Mr. Alain Frehring, Executive VP Purchasing - Safran Landing Systems said that “Maini Precision Products has constantly proven its
capabilities with consistent performance for our sister company
Safran Aircraft Engines. This was one of the key factors for us in
deciding to start the relationship and awarding the contract to
support Landing Gear parts for the A350 program.”
Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Gautam Maini said, “Safran
Landing Systems is the world’s largest manufacturer of Landing
Gears and this Agreement marks a significant milestone in our
Aerospace manufacture and we look to continue our growth with
Safran Group”.Mr. Naresh Palta added, “It is a momentous step for
the Maini group to move into the Landing Gear segment with Safran, having won their confidence through quality, delivery and
strong production systems on engine programs.

O

rganisers of the Australian
International Airshow at Avalon
are hailing the Show a great
success as crowds flocked the aerial
displays.
At the three-day public event, aviation
fans were treated to a plethora of earpiercing flying shows, military war zone
re-enactments and displays of the army’s
fleet of combat vehicles.
While official attendance numbers will
not be known for some days it is apparent
the show attracted one of the largest
crowds in its 25-year history. Airshow CEO
Ian Honnery said in terms of quality and
attendance the show ranks among the
very best major events in Australia.
“The public has voted with its feet and
has embraced the undeniable excitement
and colour of our event. We’re over the
moon that so many people came to
Avalon to experience one of our biggest
and best Airshows ever. Never before
have I seen so many young families with
children among the crowd. I am delighted
to see so many of the next generation of
Airshow fans experiencing the excitement
of aviation while at the same time
gaining an insight into the cutting-edge
technology of the aerospace industry,” he
said.
For the first time, Chinese firms were at
the Show, in what is being seen as the first
steps of an export push, and one being
watched closely by security analysts.
The firms include a branch of the
Aviation Industry Corporation of China
- the nation's defence and the aerospace
behemoth that makes most of its air
force hardware - and a division of the
China Aerospace Science and Technology
Corporation that makes rockets for

launching satellites into orbit.
Air show spokesman Tom
Bennett said the crowd
peaked on Saturday as families
flocked to Avalon Airport
for an opportunity to glance
skyward. “We think it’s been a
bumper crowd right through
the weekend and probably
one of our biggest ever,” Mr
Bennett said.
The might of the RAAF was on
display in the form of the C-27J
Spartan, which doubles as a
mobile hospital and can carry
more than 8000kg of cargo.
Aerobatic pilot Paul Bennet
stunned the crowds spinning,
flipping and twisting his biplane at more
than 300km/h. Vintage warbirds like
the Spitfire, Mustang and the War Hawk
transported showgoers back in time.
Marand, Ocean Grove lightweight cable
manufacturer Fibre Tech Solutions and
more than 600 other exhibitors presented
their wares during the four-day trade
show at Avalon. Deakin researchers
unveiled the world’s first Boron Nitride
Nanotube Titanium composite at the

trade show. It is hoped the composite will
be the future of aeroplane manufacturing
due to its strength, weight and durability.
Industry Minister Wade Noonan said
he was buoyed by the work of Geelong
manufacturers in the aerospace sector.
“The future of defence technology
couldn’t be brighter in this state, and
we hope to see more contracts and jobs
being generated in the years to come.” he
added.
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IAF Inducts
Netra AEW&C

Rajiv Pratap Rudy, Union Minister of State for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship , K Taraka Rama Rao, Minister for Industries and
Commerce, Govertnment of Telangana, Ashish Saraf, VP & ‘Make in India’ officer for Airbus after signing MOU for setting up a Centre of Excellence for Aerospace skill development in Hyderabad during Aero India. This initiative is supported by the Government of Telangana, National
Skill Development Corporation of India & AEROCAMPUS France.

Aerospace &Defence
Manufacturing Show
ADMS 2017
Date : 21-22 July 2017

Venue : HAL Convention Centre, Bangalore

For Participation in ADMS 2017 & Stall booking
Convenor, ADMS 2017, Aeromag Asia,
Aeronautical Society of India Building, Suranjandas Road, Off
Old Madras Road, Bangalore 560075, Karnataka, India.
Cell : + 91-9448447509 / 9480651925 | Tel : + 91-80-25604055 / 25284145
Email: seminar@aeromag.in / info@aeromag.in

www.aeromag.in

Bangalore: Increasing its capability to detect enemy aircraft and missiles, on the inaugural day of Aero India-2017, the Indian
Air Force inducted its first indigenously
developed airborne early warning and control (AEW&C) system, mounted on a Brazilian Embraer-145 jet.
The Netra AEW&C system was delivered
to the IAF by the Defence Research and
Development Organization (DRDO). It has
a range of around 200 km. The AEW&C
system also comprises of communications
systems enabling for line-of-sight (LOS),
beyond LOS communication, and voice
communication. It has a secondary surveillance radar and electronic and communication countermeasures.
India had signed a $208-million contract
for three Brazil-built Embraer-145 planes in
2008 as part of a DRDO programme to scale
up the IAF’s AEW&C capabilities.
The IAF now has three Israeli Phalcon
airborne warning and control system
(AWACS), mounted on Russian IL-76 heavylift planes and there are plans to buy two
more. The system has a range of 400km.

Mr R Kaveri Renganathan, CEO (Bangalore Complex), HAL signing the contract with Mr
Eli Alfassi, Executive Vice President, Sales and Marketing, IAI during Aero India 2017.

HAL bags IAI order for supply of
Boeing Main Deck Cargo Door
HAL has been selected by Israel
Aerospace Industries (IAI) for further
supply of Boeing 737 Main Deck Cargo
Door and a contract to this effect was
signed at Aero India 2017.
“This reflects the confidence reposed by
our valued customer”, says Mr. T. Suvarna

Raju, CMD, HAL.
HAL has already manufactured and
supplied more than 30 of 737 Main Deck
Cargo Doors to IAI. Appreciating the
timely delivery and quality, IAI has placed
further orders.

.
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BEL launches Remote Controlled
Weapon Station for MBT Arjun Mk II
N

avratna Defence PSU Bharat Electronics Ltd (BEL) has unveiled a new Weapon Control system — Remote Controlled
Weapon Station (RCWS)/Air Defence
Weapon Station (ADWS) for 12.7 mm Gun
of MBT Arjun Mk II battle tank, at Aero India 2017.
The RCWS is an improvised version of the
manually operated air defence gun. It enables the soldier to aim and fire at aerial
targets from the safe interiors of the battle tank. Presently, the 12.7 mm guns of
all tanks are manually operated. RCWS

integrated on MBT Mk II has successfully
completed tank integration and firing trials in September 2015. RCWS has also
been developed for use in Armed Repair
and Recovery Vehicle (ARRV). It can also
be mounted on hovercraft / fast moving
boats for the Coast Guard.
The features of RCWS include: Remote Firing option; Automatic Cocking; DSP Based
Brushless Drive Technology; 2 Axis Selfstabilised platform; Day Camera & Night
Vision; Automated FCS & Ballistics corrections; and Automatic Target Tracking.

A joint venture of NYCO, France, Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.,
and Balmer Lawrie & Co. Ltd.

The system can operate on power mode
without stabilisation or in stabilised mode
where the gun along with the optical sensors is stabilised. The system can position
the turret with an angular travel of 360 deg
and elevate the gun in 60 to -5 degree elevation. The sight has a freedom of +/- 17
degree in azimuth and in elevation it can
move from -5 to +60 degree. It operates
from the 28V DC power source available
on the tank. The RCWS meets all environmental specifications and EMI specifications as per MIL STD 461 F.

Mr M V Gowtama, Chairman & Managing Director, Bharat Electronics Limited, launching the Remote Controlled Weapon Station for MBT
Arjun Mk II at the BEL stall at Aero India .Also seen are (from left) Mr Girish Kumar, Director (Bangalore Complex), Dr Ajit T Kalghatgi, Director
(R&D), Mrs Anandi Ramalingam, Director (Marketing), Mr Nataraj Krishnappa, Director (Other Units), and Mr R N Bagdalkar, Director (HR).

BEL launches BELCOMNET
communication network
Bharat Electronics Ltd (BEL) has unveiled its new communication network, BELCOMNET, for the Defence/Paramilitary forces
and export market,at Aero India 2017.
BELCOMNET, designed and developed by BEL, is a V/UHF secure voice communication network with user specific encryption algorithm. The network facilitates exchange of secure
voice through repeaters that are dispersed geographically.
This enables connecting two or more dispersed locations for
day-to-day communications. For example, brigades in field
and headquarters across towns can be connected using IPv6
features. It also facilitates broadcasting to all sites, in case of an
emergency or a crisis.
The various blocks of this network are Handheld Radio, Manpack Radio, Base Station radio, Vehicular Radio, VHF Repeater
Radio, UHF Link Radio and Remote Monitor & Switching Unit

(RMSU). The VHF repeater, UHF link and RMSU are co-located
and installed together at a communication tower site. The mobile subscriber radios around the repeater are handheld, manpack, vehicular whereas static subscriber is base station.
The typical communication range of handheld radios around
the repeater is approximately 5 km and that of the manpack,
base station and vehicular radios is around 15-20 km. The
range of the UHF point to point link is around 60-100 km with
directional antennas. The antennas for Repeater, UHF link and
Base Station are mounted on elevated platforms such as tower,
mast or pole. Broadcast or selective call is possible from subscriber radio under one repeater network to subscriber radio(s)
under different network in clear/secure mode. Provision for
peer-to-peer communication among different radios without
repeater is also catered to.

.
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Rafael completes first-ever missile firing from
its "Protector" Unmanned Surface Vehicle

Alpha Design partners with Elbit Systems
for $30 mn IAF helicopter upgrade program

R

afael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd.
recently completed the development
of an additional mission module for its
Protector Unmanned surface Vehicle
(USV), in use by a number of naval fleets
around the world, including the Israeli
Navy.
The development was completed as part
of a series of successful tests performed
by Rafael, in which a number of missiles
were launched from the Protector and
hit simulated enemy targets. This was
the first-ever missile firing from an
operational, remote-controlled USV.
During the test Rafael fired a number
of Spike missiles – a family of precise,
electro-optical, precise missiles that can
be launched from aerial, land and naval
platforms.
This new capability allows pin-point
attack of land or naval targets, enabling
safe vessel operation from , with no risk
to the operating force, from a remote

command and control room or from
aboard other naval platforms.
The Protector has been in use since 2004,
allowing its developers and engineers to
accumulate vast experience to continue
its spiral development.
Rafael has recently supplied a significant
number of Protector USV's to a number
of fleets and civilian bodies around the
world, in accordance with the growing
need for a remotely-operated vessel with
modular payload carrying capabilities,
based on mission needs.
The recent test brings to an end the
operational integration process of
Protector's entire suite of mission
components, including a stabilized
weapon stations – Mini-Typhoon, a
water cannon, non-lethal means, EW
systems for protection and escort of
naval vessels, MCM, electro-optical longrange detection and tracking systems,
as well as Rafael's Spike missiles, all

IAI Unveils Unique Operational
Foliage-Penetrating Radar
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) is
unveiling its ELM-2112FP- persistent
surveillance foliage penetration radar,
designed to detect threats that could
not be identified previously in areas of
dense foliage and forestry. Developed
by IAI subsidiary, ELTA Systems the radar
has been operationally deployed for
several years and will be displayed at
the LAAD Defense & Security exhibition

in Rio de Janeiro Brazil, April 4-7, 2017.
Combined with additional field radars
from IAI/ELTA's Persistent Ground &
Coastal Surveillance Radar Family, the
ELM-2112FP provides a comprehensive
solution for protection of border and
critical infrastructure under all weather
conditions and over a wide area of
coverage, whether on land or at sea.

.

remotely-operated.
The Protector is adaptable to civilian
applications, including access to disaster,
contamination and radiation zones,
seabed mapping, and many other
applications.
"The firing test demonstrates Protector's
side array of capabilities and applications",
said Moshe Elazar, Head of Rafael's
Land and Naval Systems Division. Elazar
emphasized the vast international
potential for unmanned surface vehicles,
noting the need for protection of critical
strategic naval assets such as ports and
rigs. "These assets are vulnerable to
sabotage or terrorism and the damage
that can be inflicted can in some cases
be catastrophic. Protector's capabilities
are a major force multiplier for navies,
for detection, deterrence and finally
neutralization of the threat", Elazar stated.

.

Alpha Design Technologies Pvt. Ltd., a
leading Bengaluru based manufacturer
and technological services provider in
India's defence and paramilitary markets,
signed a $30 million contract with Elbit
Systems for IAF’S MI-17 helicopter upgrade
program.
The program involves upgrading of
90 Mi-17 helicopters and Alpha Design,
as the major offset partner, will be
manufacturing all key sub-units at its
Bengaluru factory. Alpha Design’s scope
of work will involve manufacturing of
key sub-units such as smart displays,
new cockpit, transponder, Digital Voice

Recorder (DVR), Missile Launch Detection
Systems (MILDS), Cables, Brackets, etc.
Alpha Design’s MILDS is being
indigenously manufactured by the
company in technical collaboration, with
Airbus, as part of DARE (DRDO)’s project
for upgradation of helicopters. Alpha
Design has already produced and supplied
469 MILDS as part of Cheetah Helicopter
Upgrade to Army Aviation Corps through
BEL (DRDO’s Project) during 2015-16.
Colonel H. S. Shankar, Chairman and
Managing Director, Alpha Design
Technologies, said, “The inking of
this contract further reinforces our

commitment towards providing the best
defence technologies to our valiant forces.
It is also an acknowledgement of our topnotch quality products and the immense
expertise of our team. We look forward
to working on more such contracts in the
years ahead thereby showcasing the best
engineering and technological prowess
that exists in India.”
Alpha Design Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
(ADTL), one of the leading Private Sector
firms in India, is known for its capabilities
for delivering defence electronics and
aero structures, as well as R&D and
manufacturing.
The company has
supplied defence electronics equipment
worth more than US$ 100 million in the
past 5 years and holds a confirmed Order
Book of more than US$ 250 million for the
next 3 years. In the last 12 years, ADTL’s
turnover has increased from Rs. 25,000 to
Rs. 402 crore in 2015-16.

Rockwell Collins to provide cross-platform
datalink capability for mobile devices

Rockwell Collins has been awarded a
Digitally Aided Close Air Support (DACAS)
agreement from Defense Innovation Unit
Experimental (DIUx). DIUx increases the
Department of Defense’s (DoD) access to
the leading-edge technologies and talent
that reside in the commercial sector,
with the ultimate goal of accelerating
innovation into the hands of men and
women in uniform.
Under the agreement, Rockwell Collins
will provide the DoD an open source
aggregation framework to enable crossplatform data link communications
on mobile devices for WindowsⓇ and
AndroidⓇ. By enabling software engineers
to quickly develop and integrate modules
that can communicate with close air
support platforms and call for fires

(artillery) platforms, this framework will
increase the military’s ability to coordinate
and execute air support, call for fires and
greatly enhance situational awareness
for troops on the ground. Phase one of
the agreement will focus on the Variable
Message Format (VMF) and Cursor On
Target (CoT) message formats, in addition
to Link 16. Production work will be
performed at Rockwell Collins’ facilities in
Richardson, Texas.
This new solution will be utilized by all
U.S. Government agencies, thus resulting
in a decrease of development costs across
the DoD enterprise. This capability will
allow various agencies within the DoD to
increase and maintain their VMF and CoT
messaging capability.
“By using a commercial open source

model, the entire DoD will gain
synergies in quality, customizability and
elimination of ‘from scratch’ development
-- thus reducing costs and increasing
interoperability,” said Brad Haselhorst,
vice president of Business Development,
Government Systems for Rockwell
Collins. “Moving in this direction will
allow warfighters to communicate more
efficiently and quickly, thereby enhancing
safety.”
Rockwell Collins is a pioneer in the
development and deployment of
innovative aviation and high-integrity
solutions for both commercial and
government applications.
For
more
details,
visit
www.
rockwellcollins.com.

.
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Mother Bids Adieu to
the Nation

O

nboard INS Viraat, a glorious
era in the history of the Indian
Navy came to a nostalgic end. At
sunset on 06 March 2017, the Naval Ensign
and Commissioning Pennant of Virat was
lowered for the last time.
She is fondly symbolised as the ‘Mother of
Indian Navy’. Even if she bids adieu to her
children, the legacy of Viraat will live on
forever and will be carried forward by INS
Vikramaditya, which is already integrated

with the fleet, and INS Vikrant which will
be inducted in the next few years.
No wonder she was considered a mother
to many. ‘She had been commanded by 22
Captains since 1987. She was the Flagship
of the Navy since her inception. She raised
and groomed in her lap around 40 Flag
officers including five Chiefs of Naval Staff.
Her legacy under the Royal flag was no
less important. As HMS Hermes, she was
commanded by 13 Captains of the Royal

Navy. Her role in Operation Mercy in 1974
and the Falklands War in 1982 are now
textbook references for future navies.
INS Viraat, the second Centaur-Class
aircraft carrier in service, which spent 30
years in the Indian Navy and 27 years in
the Royal Navy, was decommissioned on
the day, in a solemn yet grand ceremony
at Naval Dockyard, Mumbai. More than
1300 personnel who have served on board
INS Viraat attended the decommissioning
ceremony.
Admiral Sir Philip Jones, KCB, ADC,
First Sea Lord and Chief of Naval Staff of
Royal Navy, Vice Admiral Vinod Pasricha,
PVSM, AVSM, NM the commissioning
Commanding Officer of INS Viraat were
the guests of honour, while Admiral Sunil
Lanba, PVSM, AVSM, ADC, Chief of the
Naval Staff, was the Chief Guest for the
ceremony.
Under the Indian Flag, the ship has clocked
more than 22,622 flying hours by various
aircraft in the past three decades and has
spent nearly 2252 days at sea sailing across
5,88,287 nautical miles (10,94,215 KM). This
implies that Viraat has spent seven years at
sea, circumnavigating the globe 27 times.
Since her inception, she has had a total of
80,715 hours of boilers running.
Viraat played a major role in Operation
Jupiter in 1989 during the Sri Lankan
Peacekeeping operation, after which she
was affiliated with the Garhwal Rifles and
Scouts of the Indian Army in 1990. She also
saw action during Operation Parakram
in 2001-2002, post the terrorist attack on
Parliament. The ship was instrumental
in honing the art of flying operations
from a carrier deck in the Navy, which
also resulted in seamless induction of INS
Vikramaditya and its integration with the
fleet.
The ship has participated in various
international joint exercises like Exercise
Malabar (USA), exercise Varuna (French),
Naseem-Al-Bahar (Oman Navy). She has
also been an integral element of all annual
theater level exercises (TROPEX). The last
operational deployment of Viraat was for
the International Fleet Review (IFR 2016) off

Vishakhapatnam in Feb 2016.
As part of the decommissioning ceremonies, a Barakhana for
retired and serving sailors and their families was held on 04
March 2017 and a ceremonial dinner was served on 05 March
2017. During these functions, 19 personnel comprising officers,
sailors as well as civilians, and personnel from Garhwal Rifles

and Hermes Association were felicitated for notable services
onboard.
Commemorating “30 years of Glorious Service to The Nation” by
INS Viraat, a Special Postal Cover was released by the Chief Guest
on the occasion.

.

INS Viraat holds the world record as mentioned in the Guinness Book of records for being the longest serving warship of
the world. The ship housed the fighters Sea Harriers of INAS 300, popularly called “White Tigers”, Anti Submarine aircraft
Sea king Mk 42B, also known as “Harpoons”, Sea King Mk 42 C and the SAR helicopter Chetak as an integral flight.
The indigenous Advance Light Helicopters ‘Dhruv’ and the Russian twin rotor Kamov-31 have also
operated from the ship. The Sea Harrier fleet was decommissioned at Goa on 11 May 2016.
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DSA-2018 Gets a
New Venue
Asia’s largest defence and security exhibition to be
held at newly-completed MITEC
Dato' Sri Mohd Johari bin Baharum,
Deputy Minister of Defence, Malaysia
(1st from left) announcing DSA 2018’s
move to the new and recently completed
Malaysia International Trade and
Exhibition Centre (MITEC) during the
breakfast reception at the International
Defence Exhibition & Conference (IDEX).

K

uala Lumpur will once again stamp
its mark on the world stage as
host of the Defence Services Asia
Exhibition and Conference 2018 (DSA
2018), Asia’s premier defence and services
show – this time at a brand-new venue.
Set to take place from 16-19 April 2018,
DSA 2018 will be held at the brand new and
recently-completed Malaysia International
Trade and Exhibition Centre (MITEC),
located in JalanTunku Abdul Halim, Kuala
Lumpur. MITEC is conveniently located
just 20 minutes from the previous location
of the exhibition at the Putra World Trade
Centre (PWTC), Kuala Lumpur.
The move to MITEC was announced
by Dato’ Sri Mohd Johari bin Baharum,
Deputy Minister of Defence, Malaysia in
Abu Dhabi, where DSA is participating in
the International Defence Exhibition &
Conference (IDEX).
Dato’ Sri Mohd Johari also received signed

participation contracts from Kollman
Worldwide, Inc, the US Pavilion coordinator
and PEXPO Services, the sales agent for
the German Pavilion. Both companies
are securing exhibition space of 500 sqm
respectively.
“With DSA celebrating its milestone 30th
anniversary in 2018, the move to MITEC is
timely and highly strategic in taking the
biennial show to its next level of success. It
will also further cement Malaysia’s stature
as host to one of the world’s top five
defence and security events,” said Dato’ Sri
Mohd Johari bin Baharum.
Since its inception in 1988, the DSA series
has grown by leaps and bounds. Compared
to just 394 exhibiting companies across
a space of 6,000 sqm in the first year,
DSA 2016 successfully attracted a recordbreaking 1,200 companies spanning across
41,500 sqm of exhibition space.
The upcoming DSA 2018 is expected

to occupy 42,000 sqm of space and the
show’s move to a new venue is crucial in
facilitating its tremendous growth and
expansion that is expected to continue in
the coming years.
As the country’s largest exhibition space,
MITEC offers 11 exhibition halls across
three levels with a total gross area of
100,000 sqm, and it can accommodate
up to 40,000 visitors at a time. This will
ensure better visitor-flow and a more
organised layout at the new venue, adding
to the convenience of both exhibitors and
visitors in carrying out on-site promotional
activities and locating specific companies.
The additional space at MITEC makes
it more convenient for exhibitors,
particularly those with heavy and large
exhibits, to showcase their actual products
during the show. The venue is expected to
accommodate 45% more heavy and large
exhibits area in the halls and easy access
for exhibits with a heavy load at their
spacious loading bays, enabling smoother
logistics and operations.
About 42,000 trade visitors from 70
countries are expected to attend DSA
2018 in addition to the 1,200 participating
companies that are anticipated in the fourday event.
For more information and the latest
updates on DSA 2018, visit www.
dsaexhibition.com
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The UK MOD signs a contract with
MBDA for the Weapon Development
Phase of the SPEAR air-to-surface
precision strike missile.

France and Italy agree to develop Aster 30
Block 1 NT together and to improve the
SAMP/T system’s capabilities, notably
against ballistic missiles. In December this
was confirmed with the notification of
Italy’s participation in the programme.

MBDA signs a contract with Qatar to
supply Exocet MM40 Block 3 anti-ship
missiles as well as Aster 30 Block 1 and
VL MICA air defence missiles for their new
naval vessels.

June

June
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March 21-15, LIMA Airshow 2017,
Langkawi, Malaysia
May 16-18, IMDEX ASIA 2017,
Singapore
May 15-17, Airport Show 2017, 		
DICEC, Dubai

*
*
*
*

June 19-25, Paris Airshow 2017
August 15-20, MAKS 2017,
Russian Airshow, Moscow
November 12-16, Dubai Airshow ,
DWC, Dubai
February 6-11 , Singapore Airshow
2018

Secusmart live:
LIMA 2017, Langkawi, Malaysia
March 21–25, 2017
Booth HA 225
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electronic eavesdropping
1

Smartphones and tablets are vulnerable to eavesdropping and espionage. The risk extends as far as the highest government circles
and can even influence elections. Secusmart is a global expert in secure voice and data communications.
Besides a large number of corporations, more than 20 governments have already placed their trust in Secusmart’s secure smartphones
and tablets. Simple. Secure Calls. Every Time.
Access highly secure data on the go with the SecuTABLET
SecuTABLET is classified up to the “restricted” security level (VS-NfD)
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The most
CNS/ATM upgrades.
The least risk.

Rockwell Collins is your lowest-risk choice for affordable C-130 CNS/ATM

CNS/ATM upgrade programs

upgrades. We’ve installed, or are on contract to install, our Flight2™

USCG HC-130H

CNS/ATM avionics, with their advanced displays and integrated military/civil
flight management system, on 190 C-130 aircraft in 15 nations and on 419

USAF EC-130H

USAF C/KC-135s. All on schedule and on budget. Access the global

International C-130 aircraft

airspace with confidence.

Visit us at LIMA 2017, hall 2, stand HB298.
rockwellcollins.com/tankertransport
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